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Abstract. Context: Executable Assertion (EA) is a boolean expression written to assess the conformance of the program behavior with its requirements. Contrary to unit test cases, EA supports the bug detection at runtime. An advantage of adopting EA is capturing the fine-grained bug location. Objective: Writing EA instances can be expensive and time consuming, due to the need for understanding in depth the program structure and invariants. Unfortunately, there is no empirical evidence on how difficult and effective is writing EA instances. This paper fills this literature gap with a quasi-experiment. Method: We asked 22 participants to write EA instances for seven AVL Tree properties. We assessed i) the time spent to write each instance, ii) the difficulty faced by the participants, and iii) the correctness of each instance. Finally, we assessed how effective are the EA instances written by the participants in observing bugs. We relied on the analysis of 155 bugs generated via mutation testing. Results: Participants spent from 5.7 to 13.2 minutes on average to write each EA instance; they reported an average difficulty from 2.2 to four out of 5. In average, writing EA instances for three out of the seven AVL Tree properties was sufficient to observe 57% of the bugs. Conclusions: Our results suggest that writing assertions for observing bugs at runtime is feasible while quite effective, but it requires reasonable effort.
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1 Introduction

Along with the life cycle of software programs, developers may unexpectedly introduce bugs [28]. A program bug is a non-conformance between the expected and the observed behavior of a program [14]. The expected behavior of a program is typically characterized by the software requirements [19]. For instance, the AVL Tree is a traditional data structure designed at the binary search [25]. A major AVL Tree requirement is that inserting nodes should keep balanced the height of both left and right sub-trees for any node [25]. Thus, a bug would be
observing an unbalanced height caused by a node insertion. Bugs can ultimately compromise the experience of stakeholders while using a software program [14]. Therefore, bugs should be detected, reported, and fixed as soon as possible [28].

*Program debugging* is the process of analyzing the occurrence of bugs [28]. Debugging has three major tasks: i) bug detection, ii) bug report, and iii) bug fixing [2]. *Bug detection* means detecting a bug instance in the source code. *Bug report* consists of reporting the location of the detected bug instance. *Bug fixing* means to fix the program behavior implemented by the bug-affected code. Debugging is far from being trivial. Particularly, tracking the exact location of a bug based on the respective bug report is challenging [28]. Through the use of traditional unit test cases, developers typically have a coarse-grained location, e.g. at the method level [28]. However, these unit test cases say little about the exact bug location in a fine-grained level, e.g. at the code statement level.

*Executable Assertion* (EA) [10] aims at a more fine-grained bug report [1, 10, 12]. An EA is a boolean expression written to assess the conformance of the program behavior with its requirements [12, 24]. Writing EA instances means instrumenting, i.e. equipping, the software program with a verification layer [12]. This verification layer is designed to observe the program behavior at runtime, targeting specific parts of the source code such as code statements [12]. Different of unit test cases, EA detects bugs at runtime in a fine-grained level, thereby reporting those code statements affected by bugs. The drawback of adopting EA is the need for deeply understanding the code properties and invariants, which may be expensive and time consuming [1]. Such understanding is require to write effective EA instances. Unfortunately, there is still no empirical study aimed at investigating how difficult and effective writing EA instances can be.

In this paper, we partially address the aforementioned literature gap with an empirical study. We carefully designed and performed a quasi-experiment [26] with 22 students enrolled in undergraduate and graduate courses of Computer Science and related areas. In a laboratory environment, we asked the participants to write EA instances for seven AVL Tree properties. We then assessed time spent, difficulty, and correctness of the written EA instances. Additionally, we assessed the effectiveness of these instances in detecting bugs. For this purpose, we relied on the analysis of 155 bugs automatically generated via mutation testing [14]. Mutant versions of the AVL Tree implementation were generated with MuClipse [20]. Each mutation version is affected by a bug instance, which represents a recurring bug introduced by real developers [14].

Our study results provided us with a first comprehension on how difficult and effective can be writing EA instances. Participants spent from 5.7 to 13.2 minutes in average to write each EA instance. Additionally, participants have reported an average difficulty from 2.2. to four out of five. These results regard experienced participants in AVL Tree without expertise in EA writing. Finally, in average, writing EA instances for three out of the seven AVL Tree properties was sufficient to observe 57% of the bugs. The conclusion is that, in our quasi-experiment, writing assertions for observing bugs at runtime showed feasible while quite effective. However, writing these assertions requires reasonable effort.
2 Background

2.1 AVL Tree

As discussed in Section 1, we selected the AVL Tree for supporting our quasi-experiment regarding the difficulty and effectiveness of writing EA instances. We decided to use the AVL Tree for a few reasons: i) this is a traditional data structure designed at the binary search [4, 25], ii) students are quite familiar with AVL Tree properties and implementation; iii) the AVL Tree implementation is sufficiently short and complex to be used for experimentation along a few hours. Table 1 lists seven invariant properties of the AVL Tree, which we extracted from a previous work [4] and selected for the quasi-experiment. Invariant properties are properties that should always be preserved along with the use of the data structure. Due to time constraints for performing the quasi-experiment, we discarded two other properties regarding: i) the tree chaining in terms of child and father nodes and ii) the tree leaves. The AVL Tree properties are too complex to implement in a few hours.

Table 1. AVL Tree Invariant Properties Used in the Quasi-Experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>Tree without element</td>
<td>If the number of elements in a tree is zero then the root should be null</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Tree with only one element</td>
<td>If the root is non-null and the root height is zero then the left and right children must be null</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Tree with more than one element</td>
<td>If the root is non-null and the root height is greater than or equal to one then the left, right, or both branches should be different from null</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>Binary search tree</td>
<td>For every element that belongs to the binary search tree the child on the left must be smaller than his father, and the son on the right must be bigger than your father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>Number of children of a node</td>
<td>For every element belonging to the binary search tree, you can have only one left direct child and one right direct child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>Tree balancing</td>
<td>For every balanced tree, the height of the left node minus the height of the right node must be less than or equal to one unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>Tree height</td>
<td>For every binary search tree, the total height must be less than (1.44 + \log(n + 2) - 1.328)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 AVL Tree Instrumentation

Writing EA instances implies instrumenting, i.e. equipping, the software program with a verification layer able to observe bugs at runtime [1]. In a previous work, we have introduced a systematic model for instrumenting the source code of a program aimed at incorporating EA [10]. Our model is constituted of the following steps: i) to extend the original class we aim at instrumenting with EA instances; ii) in the child class, to write each EA instance targeting an invariant property of the original class into a private method; iii) to create a public method called verifier responsible for calling all private methods that implement an EA instance; iv) to instantiate an object of child class for calling the verifier method and, therefore, triggering the written EA instances at runtime.

Aimed to support of quasi-experiment, we have provided each participant with a Java implementation of the AVL Tree program based on a previous work [25]. For the sake of simplicity, we have prepared the program to partially instrument the AVL Tree. Thus, the participant should be concerned only
with the EA writing. The program was organized in two packages and seven classes. The main package, called \texttt{AVLTree}, has five classes that implement the AVL Tree data structure. The \texttt{AVLInstrumentada} class was designed for the participants to write each EA instance. Listing 1 depicts an example of a EA instance targeting the property P6 – Tree balancing (see Table 1).

\begin{lstlisting}[language=Java]
1. private boolean verifyTreeBalancing(AvlNode t) {
2.     if (t != null) {
3.         verifyTreeBalancing(t.left);
4.         if (t.left != null && t.right != null) {  
5.             try { if ((t.left.height - t.right.height) > 1) throw new IllegalStructureException(); }  
6.             catch (IllegalStructureException e) e.printStackTrace();
7.         }  
8.         verifyTreeBalancing(t.right);
9.     }  
10. return true;
11. }
\end{lstlisting}

Listing 1. An Example of a Written EA Instance

2.3 Unit Test Cases \textit{versus} Executable Assertions

We discuss below the practical difference between adopting unit test cases and EA. Let us assume that one method implements the node insertions into an AVL Tree. A typical unit test case would be written to assess the whole method rather than its statements. Thus, the test case could report eventual bugs at the method level, without further details on the code statement that originated the bug. Consequently, the developer in charge of fixing the bug should understand the method’s source code. The bug could be related to any AVL Tree property, including the height balance. In this case, writing one EA for each AVL Tree properly could help to locate the bug. When observing the bug, an EA instance would provide the developers with the exact bug location.

Although EA is quite promising in supporting the bug detection with a fine-grained bug report, writing EA can be expensive and time consuming \cite{1}. In the AVL Tree example, many invariant properties (Table 1) should be deeply understood by the developer. Some properties, such as the tree self-balancing, are not trivial to verify (see Listing 1). More critically, different EA instances should be written to assess each property, which is time consuming. For instance, self-balancing should be assessed for both node insertions and deletions. This study aims at exploring both time spent and difficulty in writing EA instances.

2.4 Mutation Testing

Mutation testing is an approach for enhancing the quality of test suites \cite{2,27}. This approach typically relies on the automatic generation of mutant versions for a given software program. Each mutant version is a similar program with punctual changes, e.g. at the code statement or method levels, applied to the original code structure. These changes represent bugs commonly introduced by real developers along with the life cycle of their programs \cite{13}. The set of mutation versions is submitted to verification by a test suite. The higher is the percentage of bugs captured by the test suite, the higher is the test suite quality \cite{17,19}. A mutant version is killed whenever the test suite is able to observe the bug implemented by the mutant; otherwise, we say the mutant is alive \cite{5}.
3 Study Design

We relied on strict empirical guidelines [3, 26] for Software Engineering research in this work. We describe below our goal and research questions (Section 3.1), steps and artifacts (Section 3.2), and a participant overview (Section 3.3).

3.1 Goal and Research Questions

Based on the Goal Question Metric template [3], we systematically defined our study goal as follows: analyze EA instances written by participants to observe program bugs at runtime; for the purpose of empirically assessing how difficult and effective is writing EA instances; with respect to i) time spent by participants to write EA instances, ii) difficulty reported by the participants to write the EA instances, iii) correctness of these instances, and iv) effectiveness of EA instances in observing bugs; from the viewpoint of software developers and researchers with expertise in software testing; in the context of students enrolled in either undergraduate or graduate courses in Computer Science and related areas. We defined four research questions (RQs) described below.

RQ1: How long do participants take to complete the writing of EA instances? – For agile development teams, time to deliver software programs is typically scarce [23]. Consequently, participants are often forced to prioritize other development tasks, e.g. the addition of new program features [6, 15], rather than testing their programs. Thus, it is desirable that bug detection techniques will not be time consuming to use. We aim at understanding how much time participants usually spent to write an EA instance. As any other lightweight formal method, EA writing can be too costly for practical recommendation. With RQ1, we expect to acquire a first understanding on the time spent by participants experienced in AVL Tree properties but without experience in EA writing.

RQ2: How difficult is writing EA instances? – Understanding the difficulty of writing EA instances is important to characterize the complexity of this task. Indeed, unit testing is quite popular in industry [22] and participants are used to write unit test cases rather than EA instances. Through RQ2, we aim at understanding, in a Likert scale [18] from one to five, how difficult is writing EA instances. If our quasi-experiment participants are familiar with unit test cases but still find it easy to write EA instances, then adopting EA may be feasible.

RQ3: How often do participants write EA instances that correctly implement the AVL Tree properties? – We designed our quasi-experiment to be performed by participants with no previous experience with writing EA instances. It may be the case that this tasks is difficult in such a way participants cannot implement correct EA instances. RQ3 was ultimately designed to support our next RQ.

RQ4: How effective are the EA instances written by participants in detecting bugs? – As important as understanding the difficulty of writing EA instances is assessing how effective these instances are in detecting bugs. Indeed, the major purpose of this technique is observing bug instances in programs. Through RQ4, we assess the average percentage of bugs detected by the number of EA
instances implemented by the participants. We expect to understand how many EA instances are necessary to detect a reasonable amount of bugs in a program.

3.2 Steps and Artifacts

The study artifacts are available in the companion research website [9].

**Step 1: Select Target Program** – As discussed in Section 2.1, we have selected an AVL Tree implementation to support our quasi-experiment. Thus, we expected to provide the participants with a program that is sufficiently short and complex for reasoning about and writing EA instances.

**Step 2: Prepare Forms** – We have defined three forms aimed at collecting all data for the quasi-experiment. **Consent Form** aims at collecting the participant consent to allow us both collecting and analyzing the quasi-experiment data. **Background Form** has six questions on the participant expertise with Software Engineering techniques, e.g. object-oriented programming and EA. **Experiment Form** describes the seven AVL Tree properties to be implemented as EA instances in up to one hour in total. For each property, we ask the participant to inform: i) start time, finish time, and EA writing difficulty in a Likert scale [18] from one, i.e. the lowest difficulty, to five, i.e., the highest difficulty or impossibility to write the EA instance. We arranged the seven AVL properties of Table 1 from the easiest to the hardest one from our opinion.

**Step 3: Run Pilot Quasi-Experiment** – We have run a pilot version of our quasi-experiment with four participants in order to shape our study design and artifacts. This pilot version helped us to refine the artifacts and the total quasi-experiment time. We carefully discarded the results provided by the pilot study participants, thereby preventing biases in our study results.

**Step 4: Recruit Quasi-Experiment Participants** – We have recruited 33 undergraduate and graduate students to participate in the quasi-experiment. These participants were enrolled in either undergraduate or graduate courses at the Federal University of Minas Gerais (UFMG). We further filtered these participants according to some important criteria described in Section 3.3.

**Step 5: Instruct Participants on the Quasi-Experiment** – All participants were accommodated in a laboratory environment. We introduced the study goal without further details that could affect the experiment with result biases. After that, we briefly instructed the participants on the basics of EA (definition and application) and the AVL Tree properties. Finally, we instructed the participants regarding the quasi-experiment procedures, especially on how to instrument the AVL Tree program to implement the EA instances (cf. Section 2.2).

**Step 6: Collect Participant Consent and Background** – We asked each participant to sign the **Consent Form**, thereby allowing us to anonymously collect and analyze the quasi-experiment data. Additionally, each participant has filled out the **Background Form**.

**Step 7: Allocate Participants to Computers** – We have allocated each participant to an individual desktop computer equipped with: the Eclipse IDE for reading and writing code; the source code of the AVL Tree program (Section 2.2) already imported into the IDE; and the formal definition of seven AVL Tree
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properties listed in (Table 1) for which the participants will implement the EA instances. For illustration purposes, the property P6 – Tree balancing is formalized as follows: \( \forall n \in \text{tree}: ((n \rightarrow \text{left} != \text{null}) \&\& (n \rightarrow \text{right} != \text{null})) \Rightarrow ((n \rightarrow \text{left} \rightarrow \text{height}) - (n \rightarrow \text{right} \rightarrow \text{height})) \leq 1 \), where \( n \) is an arbitrary tree node, \( \rightarrow \text{left} \) (or \( \rightarrow \text{right} \)) is the left (or right) child of the current node, and \( \rightarrow \text{height} \) is the tree height from the current node.

**Step 8:** Run the Quasi-Experiment – All participants had up to one hour for completing the quasi-experiment while filling the Experiment Form (details in **Step 2**). We answered eventual questions made by the participants along with the quasi-experiment execution. Nevertheless, we carefully avoided biasing the participants’ responses with our answers.

**Step 9:** Compute Mutant Versions of the AVL Tree Program – We used MuClipse\(^4\), an Eclipse IDE plugin, to generate the mutant versions of the Java-based AVL Tree implementation (Section 2.2). MuClipse supports code changes at both class level – e.g., changes affecting the class coupling or inheritance – and method level – e.g., changes affecting the arithmetical and logical operations. We obtained 155 mutant versions that actually differ from the original program.

**Step 10:** Submit Written EA Instances to Mutant Testing – We used MuClipse to perform the mutation testing on the set of EA instances written by the quasi-experiment participants. Our goal was understanding the effectiveness of these participant-written instances in observing bugs. We set MuClipse to run with its maximal run time available. Thus, we expected to prevent that mutant versions of the program are not killed due to run time exception.

### 3.3 Participant Overview

A total of 11 out of the 33 participants were discarded from the study because: four participants engaged in the pilot study; four participants failed to implement EA instances to all seven AVL tree properties; one participant provided us with unreliable data; and two participants did not send us the code of the implemented EA instances by the end of the quasi-experiment. In the end, 22 participants remained for the data analysis and report. The Background Form revealed the following about the participants’ expertise. The majority of participants (86.4%) have professional development experience. Additionally, 95.5\% of the participants reported some experience with Java programming; the same percentage applied to object-oriented programming. Less than a half (40.9\%) of the participants had previous knowledge about EA in theory or practice.

### 4 Results and Discussion

#### 4.1 Time Spent to Write EA Instances (RQ\(_1\))

Figure 1 summarizes both mean and distribution of time spent by the participants to write EA instances for each AVL Tree property. As aforementioned

\(^4\) http://muclipse.sourceforge.net/
(Section 3.2), the time spent by participant was collected from the Experiment Form. Based on Figure 1(a), we observe that participants spent from 5.7 to 13.2 minutes to write each EA instance. Properties $P1$ – *Tree without elements* and $P4$ – *Binary search tree* required more time to be addressed with assertions: 13.2 and 11.4 minutes, respectively. This result may be partially explained by the fact that $P1$ was the first property presented in the Experiment Form. Indeed, participants were just starting the quasi-experiment, so that they may have spent more time in understanding the procedures and tasks. Additionally, $P4$ is quite time consuming to address, especially because it requires inspecting each node of the AVL Tree. Thus, it was expected that participants would spend a considerable time in drawing a strategy to navigate through the tree for inspection. For the record, $P5$ to $P7$ have a similar logic; thus, developers tend to spend less time to address these properties after $P4$ – which our results have confirmed.

![Fig. 1. Mean and Distribution of Time Spent by AVL Tree Property](image)

Aimed at a detailed understanding, Figure 1(b) illustrates the time distribution for each AVL Tree property. We have grouped these results by the distribution pattern as follows. **Group 1 ($P1$, $P2$, and $P4$)**: $P1$ and $P2$, which are the two first properties in the Experiment Form, showed a highly spread distribution. For instance, $P1$ values ranged from two to 30 minutes. $P4$, which is a hard property to address, showed a similarly spread distribution: from three to 20 minutes besides outliers lower than 25 minutes. **Group 2 ($P3$, $P5$, $P6$, and $P7$)**: these properties showed the less spread distributions. This observation could be justified by the fact that $P3$ is among the easiest addressable properties, while $P5$, $P6$, and $P7$ have a logic quite similar to $P4$, which is hard to rely on a similar logic of $P4$, which is considerably time consuming.

**Summary of RQ$_1$:** Participants took from 5.7 to 13.2 minutes in average to write EA instances for each AVL Tree property. Time distribution was highly spread for properties with a justifiable complexity according to our study design (e.g. $P1$ and
P4). A quite balanced distribution was found for the other properties. In summary, participants spent a reasonable time while writing EA instances.

4.2 Difficulty Faced while Writing EA Instances (RQ2)

Figure 2 show both mean and distribution of difficulty to write EA instances for each AVL Tree property. Figure 2(a) shows an average difficulty ranging from 2.2 to four out of five. Difficulty increased along with the quasi-experiment execution, expect from P1 to P3. Indeed, P1 – Tree without elements, which is the first property in the Experiment Form, was when participants were introduced to EA. After that, P2 and P3 were easier to address with assertions, though these properties are more complex then P1 in our opinion. In summary, the learning factor may have facilitated the EA writing. Differently, difficulty increased from P4 on. It is worth mentioning that P4 – Binary search tree has a quite complex logic, but its successors (P5 to P7) share this logic. Although the participants were familiar with the AVL Tree properties (Section 3.3), they found it particularly difficult to address these more complex properties.

![Fig. 2. Mean and Distribution of Difficulty for each AVL Tree Property](image)

Figure 2(b) illustrates the difficulty distribution reported for each AVL Tree property. We have found two different groups of distributions described as follows. **Group 1 (P1, P2, P3, and P6):** these properties presented the lowest distributions. This result can be partially justified by the fact that P1 to P3 have the less complicated logic. This is why we arranged these properties to be addressed first in the Experiment Form. In the case of P6, it is worth remembering that P6 reuses the logic of P4, which is quite complicated. **Group 2 (P4, P5, and P7):** these properties showed the highest difficulty distributions. The second quantile for all three distributions is greater than three, which confirms a high effort to write EA instances for complex properties.
Summary of RQ2: Participants found it considerably difficult to write EA instances. The average difficulty ranged from 2.2 to four. The most difficult properties to address with EA instances are those with a more intricate logic.

4.3 Correctness of the Participant-Written EA Instances (RQ3)

Figure 3 presents the percentage of correctly written EA instances for each AVL Tree property. In this particular case, we observed three major groups of properties, which we describe as follows. **Group 1 (P2 and P3):** only two properties presented a percentage of correctly written EA instances greater than the percentage of wrongly written instances. This result is not exactly surprising because, as discussed in Section 4.2, both P2 and P3 had a quite simple logic. Besides that, these properties succeeded P1 in the order of the Experiment Form. **Group 2 (P1 and P7):** for these two properties, the percentages of correctly and wrongly written EA instances is practically the same. This result is partially justifiable by the fact that, as discussed in Section 4.1 and 4.2, P1 was the first property to be introduced to the participants. It is worth mentioning that only a few participants wrote EA instances for P7. Thus, the balanced rates of correctly and wrongly written EA instances is reasonable. **Group 3 (P4, P5, and P6):** for these three properties, we observed greater rates of wrongly written EA instances when compared to correctly written ones. This result is acceptable once these properties are among the most complex ones.

![Fig. 3. Percentage of Correct EA Instances for each AVL Tree Property](image)

Summary of RQ3: Participants rarely wrote EA instances that correctly implement the AVL Tree properties. Once our participants are familiar with AVL Trees, we conclude that non-experts are quite likely to write wrong EA instances.
4.4 Effectiveness of the Participant-Written EA Instances (RQ4)

Table 4.4 presents the percentage of participants (second column) and mean of killed mutants (third column) for different quantities of written EA instances (first column). We observed that none out of the 22 participants address all seven AVL Tree properties with EA instances. This result indicates the difficulty to perform this task in practice. Nevertheless, most participants (60%) wrote EA instances for at least tree properties. This result is particularly interesting because, with just three EA instances, an average of 57% mutants were killed. The mean percentage of killed mutants reached (70%) its peak with exactly five written EA instances. It is worth mentioning that, as discussed in Section 2.1, we have originally derived a total of nine invariant properties for the AVL Tree. Therefore, in a general analysis, addressing one third of the AVL Tree properties was sufficient to capture a half of the 155 automatically generated bugs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity of EA Instances</th>
<th>Percentage Participants</th>
<th>Mean of Killed Mutants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summary of RQ4: EA instances showed quite effective in detecting bugs. With only one third of the AVL Tree properties addressed with EA instances, participants were able to observe 57% of the bugs generated via mutation testing.

5 Threats to Validity

Construct Validity: We have refined our study steps and their respective artifacts through a pilot study with four participants (Section 3.2). Thus, we expected to mitigate biases regarding an insufficient data collection. Additionally, to enable the quasi-experiment execution in a feasible time, we cherry-picked the AVL Tree program for analysis and EA writing. As discussed in Section 2.1, students are familiar with AVL properties and implementation; thus, this program sounds adequate for an academic experiment. Moreover, we discarded those AVL Tree properties that we judged too hard for participants to address in an one-hour quasi-experiment. We carefully selected a laboratory environment so that participants could comfortably perform the quasi-experiment tasks. Finally, we selected a well-known tool, MuClipse, to run the mutation testing. This tool has been successfully used in both academia and industry [20].
Internal Validity: Although Internet access was available and allowed along with the quasi-experiment, we assisted the participants in performing their tasks. As discussed in Section 3.2, we addressed the participants’ doubts whenever possible without biasing their responses – especially during the form filling. Thus, we expected to assure that all participants understood the study procedures and tasks. We decided to perform the quasi-experiment during a Software Engineering-related class, so that all participants are motivated to give their best to perform their tasks successfully. We asked each participant to inform both start and finish time for each EA instance implementation. This design decision, inspired by our past work [7], may represent a threat to the study validity if participants forget to compute time along with the quasi-experiment. We minimized threats of this matter by instructing the participants with examples before the quasi-experiment execution.

Conclusion Validity: We carefully filtered the quasi-experiment data before performing the data analysis. By eliminating data of participants that could compromise our study results (Section 3.3), we removed possible anomalies in the analysis of time, difficulty, and so forth. Similar to our past work [7, 8], we applied techniques of descriptive analysis focused on the data distribution. We have performed a manual analysis of the EA instances written by the participants, aimed at computing correctness (Section 4.3). Although this manual analysis could represent a threat to the study validity, we have allocated sufficient time to perform this analysis carefully. Finally, with respect to the effectiveness (Section 4.4), we carefully filtered the mutant versions of the AVL Tree program via MuClipse. Especially, we discarded all equivalent mutants, i.e., those mutant versions that are equivalent to the original program [5].

External Validity: We have performed our quasi-experiment with 22 Brazilian students. As one could expect, our participant set may not represent all Brazilian students in terms of background and professional experience. Nevertheless, this participant set allowed to achieve some preliminary insights on the difficulty and effectiveness of writing EA instances. Additionally, we restricted our quasi-experiment execution to one hour, especially because the experiment was conducted during a class. This time constraint may affect our findings, since participants may be uncomfortable to write code under time restrictions. However, according to our pilot study (Section 3.2), we observed that one hour was sufficient for participants to write at least a few EA instances correctly. Besides that, we performed the quasi-experiment in a laboratory equipped with sufficient desktop computers, aimed at a successful participation. We invite researchers to replicate our work in other academic settings and validate our study findings.

6 Related Work

Studies [1, 11, 12, 16, 21] explored the runtime bug detection via approaches similar to Executable Assertion (EA). One study [1] targeted the incorporation of Design by Contract (DbC) principles – e.g. invariants and preconditions – into concurrent Java programs. Such incorporation was enabled by runtime assertion,
which verify the program conformance with those principles. Other study [16]
regarding DbC introduced measures targeting i) the ability of capturing bugs at
runtime and ii) the effort required to find the exact location of a program bug.
Another work [11] employed EA for verifying the correctness of critical programs
through their execution flow. This work, similarly to another one [21], suggested
that EA instances may observed a plenty of bug types at runtime. Finally, a
recent work [12] empirically validated the potential of EA instances in enhanc-
ing the maintainability of data structure invariants, such as the AVL Tree ones
(Section 2.1). Nonetheless, previous studies lacked empirical evidence on how
difficult and effective is writing EA instances from a developers’ perspective.

7 Final Remarks

This paper discussed a quasi-experiment with 22 students on how difficult and
effective is writing Executable Assertion (EA). Each participant wrote EA in-
nstances for seven invariant properties of the AVL Tree. We assessed the average
time spent and difficulty of writing EA instances, plus the correctness and the
effectiveness of these instances in observing 155 automatically generated bugs. We
found out a considerable effectiveness of EA instances in capturing bugs (55%
of the bugs observed with only a few EA instances). However, each EA instance
can be costly to write, taking up to 13.2 minutes each. Our quasi-experiment
provided only a few hints on the difficulty and effectiveness of adopting EA in
practice. Further studies are required to: i) understand the EA adoption by de-
velopers in real-world development settings, and ii) compare the cost-benefit of
adopting EA against traditional bug detection techniques, e.g. unit testing.
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